
WHITHER MAPS AND MAP DESIGN? 
Michael Wood 

Although times and techniques have changed, the fundamentals of map design ha~e not. Textbo~ks may 
carry explanations of principles, but effective design methods have l~rgely remam.ed the d~mam ~ft~e 
cartographer. This paper reviews ways in which maps and map-makmg are changm.g and mcr~asmg. m 
importance in the wake of new technologies. The search [or a fuller understandmg of bas1c. des1gn 
principles is thus more urgent to support both new map-makmg software and the non-cartographiC users 
o.fsuch systems. Expert practitioners may be able to contribute to this search. 

Introduction and overview 
Over the centuries cartographers have produced maps 

of great variety. Some of today's maps are well designed; 
many are adequate and some are just poor. Perceptive 
thinkers in the 1930s (Eldredge et al 1933) sensed these 
inadequacies and called for radical improvements, but no 
common framework exi<;ted to support such a fundamental 
change of attitude. 

Although some cartographers advanced the techniques 
of design in the early 20th century, not until the 1960s was 
the study of 'map design and perception' given serious 
consideration. The concept of cartographic communication 
emerged as the preferred theoretical approach and is still 
accepted by many cartographers. Although research into 
perception and design continued, the trend wm; toward 
cognitive issues and the map-reading process. 

The period, since the 1950s, saw the growth of special
purpose and single-sheet maps which offered more scope 
for design experimentation than had been available from 
working with conventional map series. The 'look' of some 
maps began to reflect both growing ideas about carto
graphic design and knowledge acquired from the field of 
general graphics. The latter, more commercially -orientated, 
discipline also provided short-cuts for the production of 
high-quality images with construction aids such as adhesive 
1>ymbols and lettering (e.g. Letraset). These new products 
provided opportunities for the more adventurous to escape 
the restrictions of manual drawing. Greater variety of type 
style resulted but, a<; product ranges increased and fell in 
price, some unifonnity crept in. 

The eventual arrival of desktop computers (espedally 
the Apple Mac), and versatile software such a<; Adobe 
Illustrator and Aldus Freehand, were to trigger the start of 
a new period of expansion, especially in small cartographic 
units. Productivity rates increa<;ed dramatically and system 
versatility encouraged widespread improvements in design 
output. However this new 'ea<;e-of-use' may have also 
widened the gap between the extremes of map quality 
('very good' to 'very poor'). As in the early days of Le
traset, more of the cartographically inexperienced tried to 
become 'instant' mappers, often with frightening conse-
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quences! In some cases, however, talent was also unleashed 
and a new generation of 'super-cartographers' emerged. 
There have always been such people. Imhof was one, not 
only a trained topographic scientist, but also skilled in the 
physical production of map images and artwork. The super
lative has been added here to describe those, today, who not 
only have cartographic knowledge and experience but also 
have mastered the full potential of their computer systems 
(Brown 1992). They are helping raise the general status of 
map design a<; a living and growing activity, although often 
their contributions are like islands of magic in a sea of 
mediocrity. Such specialists are still in the minority and 
concern is growing over the problems which can emerge 
when non-cartographers take advant:'lge of 'user-friendly' 
systems for di!,Ti.tal mapping and GIS. However,justas the 
'intelligent' car may eventually t:'lke over the main respon
sibilities of navigation and manoeuvre, expert systems and 
on-hand 'amplified intelligence' (Weibel and Buttenfield 
1992) will provide support for these mapping packages and 
systems. Still incomplete is a fully-structured body of ex
pert knowledge on the problems of perception and design. 
If the earlier calls for map improvement had been heeded 
and a structured programme of research had emerged 
sooner (Robinson, 1952), firmer foundations may have 
been laid for contemporary developments in the new tech
nology. Researchers into expert 1>ystems must not only 
gather what is known but carry out further research to 
confinn and expand that knowledge. 

An approach to the suhject of map design 

What is a map? 
"Designing a map is one of the cartographer's core con
cerns." 

Although apparently a simple (and obvious) statement, 
this sentence contain<; three word'\, "design", "map" and 
"cartographer", different interpretation'\ of which could al
ter the treatment of the subject of this paper! 

The need to define terms has become more urgent in 
recent decades with the emergence of separate scientific 
disciplines and sub-disciplines. One of the earliest respon
sibilities of the International Cartographic Association 
(ICA) wa'\ to prepare a multilingual dictionary (Meynen 
1973). To quote from Professor Salichtchev's foreword to 
that publication "To know these terms, their significance 
and their actual meaning is indispensable for mutual under
standing between cartographers in different countries." 
Twenty years have passed since that book appeared The 
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world of cartography has changed and at least some of the 
early defmitions have ccme tmder further official scrutiny, 
e.g. 'map': 

(1973) "A representation, normally to scale and on a 
flat medium, of a selection of material or abstract fea
tures on, or in relation to the surface of the Earth or of a 
celestial body." 
(1992) "A symbolised image of geographic reality, rep
resenting selected features or characteristics, resulting 
from the creative efforts of cartographers, and is de
signed for use when spatial relationships are of special 
relevance." 

Searching for satisfactory definition-; can be a thank
less task. Exceptions are inevitable and the reader may 
already have identified a map type which does not match 
the above criteria For example what offantasy maps? Does 
their lack of geographic reality exclude them from the 
concern of the cartographer? In recognition of these diffi
culties the 1992 version is classified as a 'working 
definition' and still open to discussion. 

Study of cognitive (mental) maps ·was one growth field 
in the 1970s and 1980s, as was digital mapping. Both types 
rest tmccmfortably within the above definitions. fu the 
context of Geographic Infonnation Systems, for instance, 
Moellering (1984) suggested two sub-categories of maps, 
'real' (directly viewable and having a pennanent, tangible 
reality, e.g. the traditional paper map) and 'virtual'. The 
latter he subdivided further into three types: 

1: Directly viewable; no permanent tangible reality 
(e.g. map on a computer screen). 
11: Not directly viewable; with a permanent tangible re
ality (e.g map stored on a laser c.lisc). 
Ill: Not directly viewable; no permanent tangible real
ity (e.g. database stored on a magnetic c.lisc). 

Although some cartographers are happier with strict 
definitions, Vao.;iliev et al (1990) re-exrunined the problem 
in their brief but challenging paper "What is a map?". They 
suggest that the common idea of categorisation, in which 
'all members of the set are equally good exemplars of the 
set' may not be appropriate for 'maps'. More satio.;factory 
might be the category which hao.; central ch.:'lracteristic mem
bers (prototypes, such a-; topographical maps) and a radial 
structure ccmprising other objecto.; which are related to the 
prototypes in some way. In a limited but imaginative ex
periment to tind what made something 'map-like' they 
identified the following sub-groupings of map-like ele
ment-;: 

a) Correspondence with locations in geographic space. 
b) Graphic nature. 
c) Symbolism, crafting, and controlled generalisation. 
d) The prototype effect (as described above). 
e) Apparently having a Use or Function. 

In the growing environment of GIS-type databases the 
viewer i-; able to switch rapidly between graphic modes and 
viewpoints (e.g. from contour iinage to an oblique view of 
a landscape - digital elevation model), but effectively re
main within the same data bases. Also the complexity of the 
display map may be under greater control if zooming and 
panning facilities are available and if separate 'layers' of 
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infonnation can be switched on and off at will. futeractive 
modification of the screen specifications of separate sym
bol elements can also increase the scope of map use. The 
elusive and dynamic nature of such virtual maps and map
related images has introduced new problems for the graphic 
!.)'Stem designer. These and other characteristics may ne
cessitate a greater flexibility of definition for 'maps'. 

Does the 'real' map have a future? 
Concern for clearer subject definition may suggest 

some insecurity within the discipline. The rise of GIS and 
access to new categories of 'virtual' image may imply the 
demise of at least part of the raison d'etre for traditional 
maps. However, no matter how effective a database facility 
might be in satisfying routine sub-tasks (e.g. distance and 
area measurements, numbers of features in a zone) derived 
previously from the map face, the preferred mode for so
phisticated exploration, analysis and presentation io; often 
still visual. During an examination of the requirements for 
an interactive spatial infonnation !.)'Stem for military use 
Taylor, et al (1984) observed that 

"Spatial arrangements ..... do not have any inherent sig
nificance. Their significance derived from the 
association of their parts into meaningful structures. 
Skilled tacticians ... military .. or chess .. can remember 
meaningful arrangements of units much more easily 
than ranc.lom arrangements. They remember groupings 
suited for functions such as ... area defence ... and can re
produce these structures as parts of the overall 
situation." 

These conclusion-; about the power of maps and spatial 
imagery have been resoundingly endorsed by leading think
ers and writers, e.g. Deni-; Wood (1992) and Stephen Hall 
(1992). The latter, in his book "Mapping the Next Mil
lenium", describes how visual mapping has been of 
fundamental importance across science, from astronomy to 
medicine. The recent emergence of data visualization by 
ccmputer, in which the viewer/!.ystem-user is offered high 
levels of physical interaction with both data and the graphic 
process, has further confmned this view. When an investi
gator uses such a ViSC (Visualization in Scientific 
Computing) system the process of probing, scanning, 'fly
ing' round and through the screen image, similar eao.;e of 
access can be offered to the relevant databa'ie. Interaction 
with the image effectively means interaction with the data 
from which it is being derived (Earnshaw and Wiseman, 
1992). 

Interactive map use ha'i traditionally been restricted, 
largely, to wh.:'ltmight be called a 'visuo-cognitivedialogue' 
between percipient and paper image. Although dynrunic, 
graphically -based interaction with numerical datasets may 
describe the activities of some scientific users in the future, 
there will still be a continuing demand for designed maps 
with pre-selected data. Even computer-using exploratory 
investigators will need to employ what might be called 
'freeze-frame' techniques, from time to time, and, perhaps 
with a paper copy, contemplate stages of the animated 
image. These images, whether static or dynamic, still re
quire design. 
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Is there such a thing as 'map design'? 
Although their definition may have been stretched in 

the recent past, 'real' (hard copy) maps are still finnly 
established in some areas of use. Map image creation also 
remains a visual-graphic process. Some theorists have em
phasised the common principles which underlie most 
design procedures, but there are clear differences between 
fields. The technical challenges faced by a car designer, for 
instance, are obviously quite distinct from those of an 
architect or a cartographer. Differences between design 
fields arise from the materials, problems, requirements and 
magnitude of the separate activities. Architects might be 
able to appreciate the broad a<;pirations of map designers 
but overlap between their fields is too narrow for them ever 
to consider trading places! Closer similarities exist between 
maps and other graphic products, and common require
ments such as contrast, legibility and balance, apply. The 
constraints of cartographic design and a-;sociated specialist 
background knowledge, however, can be underestimated 
by graphic artists required to create the occasional map. It 
is assumed that the map is just another specialised design 
problem. Some such designers produce successful maps. 
Possible reasons are: a) the relative simplicity of the map 
requirement, b) the designer ha-; acquired, at an earlier 
stage, sufficient map knowledge to avoid making elemen
tary mistakes, c) he/she is under the direction and guidance 
of an experienced cartographer. The design method, espe
cially for prototypical map types, is quite distinctive and 
c001plex, embodying, ao; it must, ditlicult procedures such 
as cartographic generalisation. 

The experience of designing 
The author can remember first discovering, within 

Microsoft Word for Windows, the simple teclmique of 
introducing minute adjustments to the 'leading' between 
selected lines of text (i.e. "Fonnat/Paragraph/Spacing -
after a line/set to 0.3mm/OK ") . Having struggled in the pa"t 
with real 'cut-and-paste' operations when assembling 
booklets and smallleatlets, this was like a drerun come true! 
Once the overall scheme ha" been selected or created for a 
map or text layout, the most difficult desi!,TD activity is often 
the introduction of many small, final-stage adjustment<; to 
satisfy the intuitive eye of the designer. These are more 
limited in the case of text design, e.g. between headings, 
sub-headings and paragraphs, but in maps they can escalate 
in number and c001plexity. 

After identification of the purpose, areal coverage and 
the most likely uses/users predicted for a proposed map, the 
bao;ic content is selected, plotted and generalised. Impor
t.'IDt considerations in the design of the map face include 
the following: 

• The desired appearance m1d style of the map 

• The nature of the sy mbolo; (abstract or pictorial). 

• The dimensiono; and colours of the symbols. 

• Allocation of name groups and text specification. 

• Applying the symbols and locating the text. 

• Refining an overall design strategy (such as vi,.ual 
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hierarchy) which may have been introduced at the 
plaming stage. This could involve small adjust
ments to !))'mbol specifications and positioning. 

• Final adjustment to all a<;pects of the map. 

Potential changes or adjustments tend to decrease in 
magnitude but increase in number from the begiming to the 
end of the design process. Experienced designers, however, 
will anticipate many such changes in the earlier stages. 
Keates (1989) observed that raising the quality of a map 
design from the 'merely legible and competent' to an 'aes
thetically attractive cOOl position', requires talent. Only an 
expert may be sufficiently aware of the necessity to intro
duce these small changes. Unfortunately there are few real 
experts although education and practice can advance the 
level of expertise. 

Map Design - theory into practice? 
Earlier cartographic creations had something in com

mon with architecture - fonn often preceded function. 
Historical maps were frequently low in reliable infonnation 
but they seld001 suffered from a lack of 'design', with 
elaborate cartouches, etc.! Route maps such as that by 
Taylor and Skinner (1776) were runong the exceptions, 
where the nature of predicted use must have played a part 
in the tinal fonn of the product Old maps are often adm~ 
for their creative artistry but, for teclmical and other rea
sons, were ruled by convention. It was difficult, especially 
within map series, to escape from this condition. In com
mon with other disciplines, as the restrictions of available 
teclmiques and materials were lifted, the scope for more 
sohpisticated design increased Unfortunately, unlike the 
fields of publishing, architecture and art, there was no 
immediate mass exploitation of these new possibilities 
within cartography. Convention had a fmn grip on the 
cartographic protession, even amongst cartographers em
ployed in ephemeral publishing such as newspapers. It is 
still present in s001e areas today. 

Although the watershed of British graphic design lies 
in the 19th century, accompanying the expam;ion of printed 
material" such as books, the conscious concept of 'design
ing things' is more recent. Publications about design 
methods only began to appear in the 1950s. Prior to that, 
designing was just what the professional 'designers' (archi
tect<;, product creators) did (Jones, 1981). Cartography was 
never considered as part of this 'design' community. Not 
until the last decade or so, as publicity about graphic design 
becrune absorbed by wider audiences such as practicing 
cartographers, have 'design' effect" or techniques appeared 
in map producto;. Theorists attempted to isolate the essence 
of designing things and translate it into procedure. Defmi
tions followed, e.g. at a general level, design is: 

"Goal-directed problem solving" (Archer, 1965). 
"Decision-making in the face of uncertainty with high 
penalties for error (Asimow, 1962). 
In the cartographic context, 'uncertainty' might be the 

c001mon problem of trying to identify exact map-use tasks, 
specitic user groups andnarrowly-detined circumstances of 
use. The 'look' of a map to ditierent people will also be 
uncertain. Commercially the 'penalties' could be criticism, 
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leading to low sales volume. 

In some contexts the simpler the requirement for a 
design the simpler the task, although the designer of a new 
ccmpany logo might disagree! A product designer could be 
requested to create a hammer for driving in small nails of 
particular length, diameter and hardness, to be used in a 
restricted space and for timber of specific type. The antici
pated user, too, might even be specified as to hand-size and 
strength! These criteria will help determine the size, weight, 
shape and composition of the hammer head and the speci
fications of the handle. Logically the more general the ta<;k 
to be performed and the broader the characteristics of the 
user the more difficult the designer's challenge. Equally 
some design requirements are limited (perhaps like the 
'hammer') while others are immensely complex, as they 
embody many subordinate and inter-related design prob
lems. Similar challenges face the map designer. A simple 
map to explain the route between a hotel and the local 
airport cannot be compared with one which must set rock 
type, lithology, communications and names against a back
ground of mountain topography. Incidentally, the 
suggestion that striving after such image complexity is 
counter-productive to the user is challenged by Tufte: "High 
density designs allow viewers to select, to narrate, to recao;t 
and personalise data for their own uses" (Tufte, 1990). 
'Data-thin displays' reduce the scope for pattern-seeking. 
Such dense data displays present real challenges to the 
cartographic designer. 

It could be argued that most functional maps will be 
criticised primarily for their content (or lack of it), and that 
expert users will struggle to comprehend images of almost 
any quality or complexity if motivated to do so. This, 
however, does not excuse map makers from failing to seek 
effective approaches to design. Higher education began to 
include aspects of logical map design in cartography 
courses in the 1960s following calls from writers such as 
Robinson, in the "Look of Maps" ( 1952). With the increa<;
ing work of cartographic theorist<; (many of whom were 
geographers), textbooks of cartography began to spread the 
new gospel of 'communication'. This approach, derived 
originally from transmission theory, hao; been developed 
over many years. In summary the model of cartographic 
ccmmunication states that the cartographer selecto; informa
tion from his/her cognitive realm and encodes it (the 
'message') :-.ymbolically into map f(mn. This is then de
coded and interpreted by the user. But it is common 
knowledge that the vast m£Yority of existing maps (topo
graphic, navigation, thematic series, such a-; geology and 
even orienteering maps) are compiled mainly (if indirectly) 
by the users. Cartographers are primarily facilitators. The 
dictionary definition of 'communicate' is to 'succeed in 
conveying meaning to others'. Unlike a telephone message 
where single, serially-structured ideas are actively transmit
ted to a listener, a map only represent<; selected (spatial) 
information in a passive way. To quote Taylor et al (1984) 
'space passively existo;' but 'language actively moves to
wards a goal'. Map communication, where it exists, is 
activated and heavily influenced by the map reader. At
tern pts at communication must exist at the most basic level: 
design of !l)'mbols to express intended meaning. These 
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must be coded effectively (and explained in the key) if a 
map is to have any value as a data source. As the map 
content increases, however, the possibility of creating indi
vidual and specific messages decrea..es (other than at a very 
general level, e.g. 'here is the topography of the Alps'). 
Even a simple specific map showing the distribution of 
towns in Scotland of over 10,000 people will pose more 
questions to the reader than offer messages. There is seldom 
a guarantee that the information eventually interpreted (re
ceived) was even contemplated by the cartographer 
(Keates, 1982). This does not mean that the cartographer 
ha<; failed. Most maps provide a spatial graphic data source 
containing myriads of potential 'messages' awaiting inter
pretation by the reader. This is part of the magic of maps! 

The concept of communication remains within the 
literature. It helps focus attention on the separate stages of 
data selection, map-making and map use. This in turn has 
reflected parallel research being made into these individual 
processes. Unfortunately many experiment<; in which map 
samples are presented to user groups (normally students!) 
for visual analysis, suffer from the variety in the nature and 
ccmplexity of the individual observers. Average responses 
will only be average for an experimental group and may 
match none of the individual members of that group. Great 
care must therefore be applied when using the results from 
such experiments to modify the designs of maps for the 
wider community. 

The model of cartographic communication was devel
oped mainly by scholars, not directly involved in design 
research (Dobson 1985) and was nurtured in the environ
ment of special-purpose maps. It wao; believed that, if 
students learned the basics of the subject they could become 
satisfactory cartographers. But without constant practice in 
solving new map design problems this is but an educators 
dream. 1-;olated exercises, provided within geography de
gree programmes, do not offer such experience. When 
university/college trained students enter the profession of 
map making their training merely provides the foundations. 
The proving ground of practice and experience is yet to 
follow. Skill and competence in map design take time to 
flourish unless ignited by the catalyst<; of talent and moti
vation. 

Map design today 
Although no fully-structured body ofknowledgeexists 

within the discipline of map desi!,'ll, everyone involved in 
mapping is now aware of the importance of such knowl
edge. The criteria of purpose, geographical area and task 
must all be defined before the design process begins. Avail
able technology has always controlled the methods 
involved in map production and today the ccmputer has 
transformed many of the necessary skills and continues to 
do so. The softest transition has been exchanging pen or 
scriber on drawing table for mouse-and-cursor on ccmputer 
screen. Some practitioners have found this changeover 
difficult while others (in large offices and small) have seen 
huge burdens of tedium lifted from their shoulders and time 
released to follow the much more important aspects of 
designing. Aldus Magazine recently highlighted four 
Americans most of whom developed their interests within 
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traditional cartography but are now using the graphics 
software, Freehand, to make maps (Brown, 1992). Pat 
Dunlavey is an orienteer who makes orienteering maps. He 
can use up to 120 Freehand 'layers' to isolate every object 
type, giving him immense control over design issues within 
the system. He has made imaginative use of his knowledge 
of files, fonnats etc. in order to create his specialised maps; 
Penn. State University's David DiBiase, (with a back
ground in singing and songwriting!) has become an 
innovative map creator. While he enthuses about mapmak
ing as a powerful mean~; of expression he is aware of the 
many ethical issues of cartography. His concern includes 
the fact that computers put powerful, inexpensive software 
'in the hands of people who may have little or no under
standing of the principles of mapping'. He is also an active 
proponent of scientific visualization techniques by which 
patterns of numbers can be revealed through animation; 
John Parsons ofEureka Cartography in Berkeley only trans
ferred to computer methods in 1989. Early experiences of 
trying to handle complex map images led to a design 
philosophy of keeping things simple. This wa<> partly a 
design strategy but also helped to keep files small to facili
tate printing. His observation that the real art of cartography 
is 'knowing more what to leave out than what to put in' must 
be close to the hearts of many map makers; and Dick Furno 
whose transition from the offices of the National Geo
graphic (where some maps might take a year to complete) 
to the Washington Post (where the pace is so fast maps are 
sometimes required within 15 minutes) wa~; salutory. He 
ha~; been very critical of what he called 'maps ao; newspaper 
art' which compromised the ability to show infonnation. 
He thus strives, even in the sometimes restricted environ
ment of the newspaper page, to keep geography 'a~; real as 
possible'. Although some of these practitioners are operat
ing in a semi graphic-design environment, all have a tinn 
grounding in mapmaking. This underlines the importance 
of domain knowledge in the sometimes hard-to-detine dis
cipline of map design. 

And finally ... whither maps and map design? 
Maps, real or virtual, are entering a new era of signifi

cance especially within GIS. As the technology expands, 
facilities such a<; hypertext, multimedia and even hypenne
dia (a grand integration of many elements: graphics, text, 
pictures and video), are offering new challenges. Some 
people have suggested that cartographers, many of whom 
have had to become expert in the 'new' techniques of the 
pa<;t, such a<; photography and printing, should also embrace 
these new technologies and add them to their vio;ual tool 
box. But should these additional skills become part of 
cartography's core? The most logical scenario is tor cartog
raphers, who see the advantage of creating maps within 
interactive hypermedia ~>ystems, to extend their knowledge 
as needed. The creation of animated environments such as 
these will require many new skills much closer to those of 
the video journalist or even the film-maker. It is too soon to 
widen the cartO!,'t'apher's core curriculum into such tields. 
The need for scaled, abstracted and ~>ymbolised graphic 
images remains central to the world of science, geographi
cal and otherwise. 
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Although perhaps not fully acknowledged by all scien
tists, mapping within scientific visualization is growing in 
importance. Querying a database may provide many an
swers which were obtained previously (often painfully and 
unsatisfactorily) from paper maps. But, whether for private 
investigation or when trying to communicate ideas to oth
ers, 'maps' will always be an essential interface. They offer 
a generalised, yet infonnation-rich representational envi
ronment which can be grasped almost simultaneously and 
acted upon by the human ability of 'spatial intuition'. Such 
maps should always be clear and legible. In the words of 
Bertin (1981), they should be maps 'to be seen', (i.e. appre
ciated quickly) and not require painstaking 'reading' to 
extract their content. Consequent on these new priorities 
within data visualization, and on the growing status of 
graphic display, a much fuller understanding of the map 
design process is desirable. This knowledge could then be 
added to the inbuilt intelligence of map-related software in 
the future. Users will become more polarised between those 
who simply read maps (on screen or in printed fonn) and 
those who use them (and their underlying databases) more 
interactively. The latter will have access to spatial data 
visualization systems founded on GIS. These interactive 
users may have control over the nature and quantity of map 
content but be relatively unconcerned with design aspects, 
provided the infonnation is legible. This new software will 
require integrated expert-system control. Commonly
agreed criteria of graphic design procedures must be 
applied to the images which appear on the screen. 

In the immediate future, however, the world of special
purpose 'real' maps will, as in the past, be enriched by 
'super-cartographers'. The talented specialists of today 
have acquired the benefit of experience -having tested their 
design solutions in the 'market place'. For them the working 
environment of the computer is near-perfect. Interaction 
and feedback permit previously unconceived-of control 
over design processes, thus removing almost all barriers to 
creativity. 

Leaving a<;ide for the present the expanded palette of 
multimedia techniques, two areas of continuing research, 
although related, can be separately targeted: a) to identify 
the most appropriate and effective default specifications to 
be used in ready-to-run mapping !.)'Stems and b) to extend 
this investigation in an attempt to isolate what is accessible 
about the fundamentals of design within the field of cartog
raphy. The latter would improve the traditional cartographic 
curriculum and also provide input for what ha<; been called 
'amplified intelligence' (Weibel and Buttentield 1992) 
which can be programmed into 'ideal' mapping packages 
(like having an expert cartographer looking over your 
shoulder). Where i<; this knowledge? Some of the frame
work has obviously been di<;tilled into textbook fonn over 
recent decades and, at this level, has wide acceptance. The 
problem is translating principle into practice. But is there 
more? Greater understanding will emerge from a closer 
analysis of the perceptual/cognitive processes. Analyses 
which began almost forty years ago have provided some of 
the foundational scientific knowledge. However this still 
leaves the puzzle of the map in which the design is 'right'; 
e.g. the map which ha<; been created by what I have referred 
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to as a 'supercartographer'. That extra knowledge must 
exist in the minds (and hands) of experts! 

Amongst practising cartographers there is a spectrum 
of expertise. Many have a high level of technical knowl
edge, skill and design ability. Perhaps fewer possess what 
is described as 'a real talent' for design. Too often in the 
pa<;t the scientific search for the elements of such knowl
edge has been controlled by non-practising cartographers, 
mainly academic geographers. To discover the secrets be
yond basic rules (no matter how well explained by 
perceptual studies of graphics) enquiries will have to probe 
further; to involve the map maker-designers themselves. 
However Shepard (1978) has warned that 'especially crea
tive people' are often too 'right-brained' (i.e. talented in 
non-verbal abilities such as spatial perception and intuition) 
to be able to share their knowledge ea<~ily. No matter how 
great their special ability 'nothing could be more inimical 
to their whole approach than to uy to articulate it in words'. 
Therein lie both dilemma and challenge. Can there be a 
meeting of minds? Without it any solution<; will be incom
plete and remain the products of 'left-brained' thinkers (i.e. 
logical, sequential, analytic .... seldom innovative and crea
tive). In a scientific context this search might have become 
the responsibility of the 'knowledge engineer' (e.g. analys
ing the procedures of experts in medical diagnosis). 
Another approach was used by Betty Edwards (1979), who 
became intrigued by the problems of teaching repre
sentative drawing to school students. She overcrune these 
problems by trying to understand the artist's ways of think
ing and then translating this knowledge into a teaching 
scheme. She, however, is an artist herself. The challenge to 
distil out the essence of 'cartographic design' is, in some 
ways, even greater. 
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